Game

The stakes are high, the game is on. In this
sequel to Justine Elyots bestselling On
Demand, Sophie discovers a whole new
world of daring sexual exploits.A dark,
sensual romance for anyone lusting after
more than Fifty Shades of Grey.Sophies
sexual tastes have always been a bit on the
wild side something her boyfriend Lloyd
has always loved about her.But Sophie
gives Lloyd every part of her body except
her heart. To win all of her, Lloyd
challenges Sophie to live out her secret
fantasies.As the game intensifies, she
experiments with all kinds of kinks and
fetishes in a bid to understand what she
really wants.But Lloyd feature in her final
decision?Or will the ultimate risk he takes
drive her away from him?From the author
of the bestselling Mischief titles Kinky and
His House of Submission.
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